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T

he general principles for safety and nutritional evaluation
of foods and feed and potential health risks associated
with hazardous compounds have been developed by FAO
and WHO1 and further elaborated in the EU funded project
Safe Foods, where specific attention was given to a coherent scientific analysis of health and environmental risk-benefits and impacts
on economics, social and ethical aspects2. Nevertheless, the crucial
role that sampling has in foods/feed safety assessment has never
been explicitly recognized. High quality sampling should always be
applied to ensure the use of adequate and representative samples
as test materials for all the steps of food/feed safety assessment:
hazard identification, toxicological and nutritional characterization of
identified hazards, as well as estimation of quantitative and reliable
exposure levels of foods/feed or related compounds of concern
for humans and animals3. The different types of substances under
study which are present in food/feed matrices and commodities,
raw or semi- processed, pose both general and specific challenges
to the development of appropriate sampling strategies and analytical detection methods. Although it is well recognized that both
sampling and analytical errors affect the reliability of any final risk
estimation, traditionally much more attention has been devoted to
the development and improvement of analytical methods, as compared to the development of appropriate sampling plans. But the
reality is that analytical results are of low or no value, no matter the
quality of the method used, if the sampling process is not representative of the entire field-to-aliquot pathway.
The Theory of Sampling (TOS) has developed over the last six
decades a complete theory of heterogeneity, sampling procedures
and sampling equipment assessment, the importance of which
was first recognized in the mining and geological sectors, but since
transgressed nearly all boundaries between science, technology
and industry4,5. Over the course of the last 10-15 years the universality of TOS principles has been proven thoroughly, demonstrating
that all sampling processes, irrespective of the nature of their target
lots, need to be structurally correct (unbiased) in order to ensure a
sufficient degree of accuracy and precision6. This is true also when
assessing foods and feed safety, including food/feed contaminants,
additives, naturally occurring toxins/ anti-nutrients, or contaminating micro-organisms, and whole foods/feed derived from genetically modified plants/animals.
More specifically, TOS allows estimating the variability remaining
after all sources of sampling bias have been removed, i.e. the variability intrinsic to the specific material under investigation for both
stationary as well as dynamic lots. From a food and feed safety
perspective, this constitutes the level of unavoidable risk associated with any given survey. No other sampling framework allows
objective quantification of the risk as a direct function of the

TOS f o r u m

specific heterogeneity properties of the test material. On the contrary: all other sampling frameworks rely on specific distributional
assumptions, do not characterize heterogeneity patterns stemming from the specific properties of the test material, and do not
include an estimation of the risk associated with sampling surveys7.
For these reasons we consider that only TOS provides a complete
framework to ensure accuracy and precision of all sampling steps
involved in any given scenario, starting from the primary sampling
all the way to the subsequent secondary sampling steps involved
in the field-to-fork continuum necessary to monitor foods and feed
safety3.
Therefore we propose to explicitly recognize the central role of
sampling in foods and feed safety assessment and to integrate
TOS in the well-established FAO/WHO risk assessment approach
in order to guarantee a transparent and correct frame for the safety
assessment of foods and feed and the many steps of the subsequent decision making process. A key example of successful implementation of this approach regarding GMO detection and quantification was published recently8,9,10.
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